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The author name disambiguation task has to deal with uncertainties related to the possible
many-to-many correspondences between ambiguous names and unique authors. Despite
the variety of name disambiguation methods available in the literature to solve the problem,
most of them are rarely compared against each other. Moreover, they are often evaluated
without considering a time evolving digital library, susceptible to dynamic (and therefore
challenging) patterns such as the introduction of new authors and the change of research-
ers’ interests over time. In order to facilitate the evaluation of name disambiguation meth-
ods in various realistic scenarios and under controlled conditions, in this article we propose
SyGAR, a new Synthetic Generator of Authorship Records that generates citation records
based on author profiles. SyGAR can be used to generate successive loads of citation
records simulating a living digital library that evolves according to various publication pat-
terns. We validate SyGAR by comparing the results produced by three representative name
disambiguation methods on real as well as synthetically generated collections of citation
records. We also demonstrate its applicability by evaluating those methods on a time
evolving digital library collection generated with the tool, considering several dynamic
and realistic scenarios.

� 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Scholarly digital libraries facilitate the organization, access, and retrieval of research results and articles. A common
feature provided by most of these systems is to use author names to search for or navigate through sets of bibliographic
citations.1 However, an author name does not identify in a non-ambiguous way an underlying author, since there may be
many-to-many correspondences between names and unique real-world persons. In order to solve the author name ambiguity
problem, a disambiguation method must be used to correctly and unambiguously assign a citation record to one or more
authors, already present in the digital library or not, despite the existence of multiple authors with the same or very similar
names (polysems), or different name variations for the same author (homonyms) in the data repository.

The increasing necessity to automatically collect bibliographic data has motivated the research on author name
disambiguation, and a rich variety of solutions have already been proposed based on supervised [17,23,27,31,49,48,50,52]
. All rights reserved.
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on such as author name, work title, publication venue title and publication year that are pertinent to a
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or unsupervised [5,6,10,16,28,29,32,34,39–41,43,42,46,47,51,55] learning techniques. However, although most of these
methods have been demonstrated to be relatively effective in a static scenario (in terms of error rate or similar metrics), none
of them provides an ideal solution for the problem in the sense that they incorrectly disambiguate some authors. Yet, these
methods are rarely compared against each other. More importantly, most previous evaluations do not consider a time evolv-
ing digital library, containing dynamic patterns such as the introduction of citations of new authors and the change of
researchers’ interests/expertises over time. Such patterns offer extra challenges to name disambiguation. Thus, previous
evaluations leave open the very important question: Would any of these methods effectively work on a dynamic and evolving
scenario of a living digital library?

One possible reason for the lack of previous evaluations under dynamic scenarios is that most previous analysis rely on a
single or at most few (usually, no more than two) different real test collections, containing previously disambiguated
authors. Moreover, the main existing collections, such as the one extracted from the DBLP digital library by Han et al.
[27], do not contain temporal information, thus preventing any evaluation of evolving patterns. Furthermore, even if tem-
poral information were available, an evaluation that relies only on a few collections is undoubtedly restricted to the scenar-
ios captured in such collections.

A solid analysis of existing methods should consider various scenarios that do occur in real digital libraries. In addition to
dynamic patterns, it should also address the robustness of existing methods under data errors, such as errors due to typo-
graphical errors and errors due to optical character recognition (OCR) and speech recognition. However, the construction of a
real, previously disambiguated, temporal collection capturing different relevant dynamic scenarios and including various
data errors is quite costly. An alternative is to build realistic synthetic collections that capture all scenarios of interest, under
controlled conditions, while still inheriting the properties of real collections that are more relevant from the standpoint of
existing name disambiguation methods. In particular, a generator of realistic synthetic collections, designed for the specific
problem of name disambiguation, should be able to:

� Generate data whose disambiguation is non-trivial, following patterns similar to those found in real collections.
� Generate successive loads of data, at a certain frequency (e.g., one per year or month), containing new publications of the

same set of authors, to assess the impact of the introduction of new publications into previously disambiguated digital
libraries on the disambiguation methods.
� Generate data for new authors that were not originally included in the collection, simulating the situation in which

the disambiguation method must identify the appearance of publications of authors not yet present in the digital
library.
� Generate data reflecting changes in the authors’ publication profiles (e.g., changes in the topics in which the authors

publish), simulating changes of research interests over time.
� Introduce controlled errors on generated data, simulating errors caused by typos, misspelling, or OCR.

Therefore, in this article, we introduce and evaluate SyGAR, a new Synthetic Generator of Authorship Records, which
addresses all the elicited requirements. SyGAR is capable of generating synthetic citation records given as input a list of
disambiguated records of authorship citations extracted from a real digital library (input collection). The synthetically gen-
erated records follow the publication profiles of existing authors, extracted from the input collection. An author’s profile is
generated based on a set of distributions, namely, distribution of the number of coauthors per record, distribution of coau-
thor popularity, distribution of number of terms in a work title as well as distribution of topic (subject or interest) popularity
of the given author. Each topic is associated with term and venue popularity distributions. SyGAR can be parameterized to
generate records for new authors (not present in the input collection), for authors with dynamic profiles, as well as records
containing typographical errors. For the best of our knowledge, SyGAR is the first generator of its kind, enabling and facil-
itating the investigation of several aspects of existing name disambiguation methods.

We validate SyGAR by comparing the results produced by three representative disambiguation methods on a standard
real collection of (previously disambiguated) records and on synthetic collections produced using SyGAR parameterized with
author profiles extracted from the real collection. The methods considered are: the supervised support vector machine-based
method (SVM) proposed by Han et al. [27], the hierarchical heuristic-based method (HHC) proposed by Cota et al. [16] and
the unsupervised k-way spectral clustering-based method (KWAY) proposed by Han et al. [29]. Our experiments show, for all
three methods, a very good agreement in the performance obtained for real and synthetically generated collections, with
relative differences of their performances under 10% in most cases.

To demonstrate the applicability of our generator, we evaluate the three aforementioned methods in three selected rel-
evant real-world scenarios. In particular, we simulate a digital library evolving over a period of several years, during which
(1) new publications of the same set of authors are introduced, (2) new authors with ambiguous names are introduced, at
various rates, and (3) a fraction of the authors change their publication profiles. Our results indicate that the performance of
SVM tends to degrade with time, particularly as new authors are introduced in the collection. In contrast, the performance of
the unsupervised KWAY method, which uses privileged information regarding the number of authors in the digital library,
tends to increase with time, except when there are changes in the authors’ profiles. Overall, among the three methods, HHC
has the best performance, which is due to its heuristic that was specially designed to address the name disambiguation task.
In terms of their drawbacks, HHC suffers more with the addition of records of new authors, whereas SVM and KWAY are very
sensitive to changes in the authors’ profiles.
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In sum, the main contribution of this article is the introduction of SyGAR, a new tested and validated synthetic generator
of ambiguous groups of authorship records, which can help the evaluation, in several realistic scenarios and under controlled
conditions, of solutions to the name disambiguation problem as well as to other problems related to name ambiguity. To
demonstrate the applicability of our tool, we also present an evaluation of the relative performance of few representative
disambiguation methods in relevant scenarios generated with SyGAR, that capture aspects of a live, real-world digital library
over time.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes the design of SyGAR and its main
components. Section 4 presents a brief overview of the three representative name disambiguation methods considered in
our study. Section 5 presents our validation of SyGAR, whereas Section 6 demonstrates its applicability by presenting an
evaluation of the selected disambiguation methods using synthetic citation records produced by SyGAR. Section 7 concludes
the paper and offers possible directions for future work.
2. Related work

In this section, we present an overview of recent advances regarding the name ambiguity problem in the context of bib-
liographic citations. First, we briefly review representative automatic name disambiguation methods (Section 2.1). Then, we
describe some previous synthetic data generators (Section 2.2) as well as existing collections used for evaluating author
name disambiguation methods (Section 2.3).
2.1. Name disambiguation methods

The name disambiguation methods proposed in the literature adopt a wide spectrum of solutions [45] including ap-
proaches based on unsupervised techniques [5,6,10,16,28,29,32,34,39–41,43,42,46,47,51,55] and supervised ones
[17,23,27,31,49,48,50,52].

Methods based on unsupervised techniques usually exploit similarities between citation records in order to group those
records that are likely to be associated with the same author. For instance, in [6], Bhattacharya and Getoor propose a com-
bined similarity function defined on attributes and relational information (i.e., coauthorship) and group records using a gree-
dy agglomerative algorithm. In [16], the disambiguation method works in a two-step way in which coauthor names are first
used to provide an initial grouping based on the purity of the clusters and then the work and publication venue titles are
exploited in a hierarchical way to further group the citation records of a same author. An extension of this method that al-
lows the name disambiguation task to be incrementally performed is presented in [10]. In [29], Han et al. use the cosine func-
tion to measure the similarity between two citation records and group the records using the K-way spectral clustering
algorithm. In [46], a new probabilistic distance metric is proposed to group citation records of a same author. In [47], Song
et al. use Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis and Latent Dirichlet Allocation to assign a vector of probabilistic topics to
each citation and use this vector to group them. In [51], Velden et al. propose to disambiguate author names in scientific
articles using coauthor names, self-citation and uncommon last names. Some unsupervised methods also adopt an iterative
approach to identify the author of the records [5,28]. For instance, in [28], Han et al. use an unsupervised hierarchical version
of naïve Bayes for modeling each author whereas in [5], Bhattacharya and Gettor exploit the Latent Dirichlet Allocation mod-
el assuming that each citation is constructed by choosing its authors given a distribution of author groups.

Supervised methods, that usually apply classification techniques [24], learn, from a training set containing pre-labeled
examples, a ‘‘model’’ to either predict the author of a given citation record [23,27,52] or to determine if two citation records
belong to the same author [17,31,48,50]. In [27], Han et al. use naïve Bayes and support vector machines to derive a function
that infers the author of a citation record, while, in [23] and [52], Ferreira et al. present an associative [53] disambiguation
method that exploits self-training to minimize the need for training data, being also capable of identifying new authors not
present in the training set. In [17], Culotta et al. propose a supervised disambiguation algorithm which is both error-driven
and rank-based. In [31], Huang et al. use DBSCAN [20] to cluster the citation records by author and online active selection
support vector machines to learn a similarity metric to compare two records. In [48], Torvik et al. propose a probabilistic
metric to determine the similarity among different MEDLINE records, and a heuristic to automatically generate the training
set. Finally, in [50] Treeratpituk et al. use Random Forests [8] to learn a similarity function to compare pairs of citations.

Additionally, some other methods exploit data retrieved from the Web [32,34,42,43,55], topics [55] or data from specific
sources, such as collections with information about all researchers of a country [18], as additional information for the dis-
ambiguation task. In a complementary direction, other studies exploit graph-based methods to disambiguate (author) names
[21,39,41].

The name ambiguity problem also occurs in other contexts, such as the Web or email, in which distinct pieces of evidence
can be explored. For instance, Diehl et al. use the email traffic network to disambiguate the names in the body of e-mail mes-
sages [19], while Galvez et al. exploit the use of finite-state transducers to identify variants of a person’s name for disambig-
uating web search results [25]. Bekkerman et al. [4] use the link structure of the web pages and agglomerative/
conglomerative double clustering for the same task. In [54], Vu et al. use web directories as a knowledge base to measure
the similarity between two web pages containing ambiguous names. Yoshida et al. [56] exploit strong attributes (i.e., person,
organization and place names) to make initial clusters of people-searching result pages and then use weak attributes (i.e., the
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terms) and a bootstrapping algorithm to assign the pages to an existing or new cluster. There is also a workshop on web
people searching, called WePS (standing for Web People Search) [1–3], that is concerned with organizing web results for
a person’s given name. Its two main tasks are clustering of results and attribute extraction. The clustering task aims at gath-
ering together web pages about the same person in a same group while the attribute extraction task aims at extracting bio-
graphical attributes from each cluster for each person.

In sum, there is a multitude of different techniques in different contexts. Even in the specific context of scholarly digital
libraries, our present focus, there are many techniques. However, these are rarely evaluated against each other, mainly in
realistic and dynamic scenarios, due to previously discussed difficulties in constructing, for this task, collections that capture
many real-life situations. Our goal here is to provide a tool that can facilitate future evaluations under realistic, dynamic and
controlled scenarios. In the next section, we review some existing synthetic generators, which do not have all the capabilities
of our tool, and a few already existing collections, which also have limitations regarding evaluation purposes.
2.2. Synthetic data generators

A variety of synthetic data generators is available in the literature, being most of them designed for a specific purpose.
DSGen [12], for instance, is a tool to generate synthetic data representing personal information, such as first name, surname,
address, dates, telephone and identifier numbers, which was developed as part of the Febrl deduplication system [13]. With
that specific goal, DSGen generates synthetic data and duplicates them, inserting errors representing typographical errors. A
more recent version of DSGen, introducing attribute dependencies as well as family and household data, is presented in [14].

In contrast, there are also a few general-purpose tools, such as DGL [9] and PSDG [30], which generate data based on spe-
cific languages used to describe several aspects of the data to be synthesized (e.g., distributions). These tools allow one to
specify dependencies between attributes. However, neither of them can be parameterized with data from a given knowledge
base, such as an existing real collection or a coauthorship graph. Such a feature is attractive as it can be exploited by the tool
to infer attribute distributions from real-world data.

We are aware of only two synthetic data generators in the realm of digital libraries. The first one, SearchGen [38] gener-
ates synthetic workloads of scientific literature digital libraries and search engines. SearchGen was designed based on a char-
acterization of the workload of CiteSeer,2 extracted from usage logs. Li et al. validated the proposed tool by comparing the
workload generated by SearchGen against logged workloads. SearchGen is fundamentally different from SyGAR, as our tool does
not target the generation of workloads but rather of ambiguous citation records.

A tool that is more closely related to ours is the two-stage data generator proposed in [6]. The tool was designed to gen-
erate synthetic citations, specified by a list of authors. It works as follows. In the first stage, it builds a collaboration graph
containing entities (i.e., authors) and relationships among them (i.e., coauthorships). In the second stage, it generates a col-
lection of citations, each of which synthesized by first randomly selecting one entity and then randomly selecting its neigh-
bors in the collaboration graph. SyGAR significantly differs from this tool. First, it generates values to other attributes, such as
work and publication venue titles, in addition to author and coauthor names. Second, it is capable of generating a dynam-
ically evolving collection, in which new authors, changes in an author’s publication profiles and typographical errors may be
introduced, at various rates. As such, our generator can be used to generate and simulate several controlled, yet realistic, long
term scenarios, enabling an assessment of how distinct methods would behave under various conditions.

A preliminary version of SyGAR was discussed in [22]. In that prior version, SyGAR models an author’s publication profile
based on the distributions of the number of coauthors, coauthor popularity, number of terms in a work title, term popularity
and venue popularity. By associating term and venue popularity distributions directly with the authors, our preliminary ap-
proach restricts the generation of citations containing only terms and venues that have been previously used by the authors.
In its current version, SyGAR does not include term and venue popularity distributions as part of an author’s profile. Instead,
the profile of an author contains a distribution of topics (or research interests), and each topic has term and venue popularity
distributions associated with it. This allows the generation of citations with work titles containing terms that have never
been used by the authors or with a venue in which the authors have never published before. Moreover, the present tool al-
lows one to generate data reflecting changes in the authors’ publication profiles, simulating changes of research interests
over time, and to introduce controlled errors on generated data, simulating errors caused by typos, misspelling, or OCR. Thus,
the present tool is much more sophisticated and provides much more flexibility and richness to the process of generating
synthetic citation records than its prior version.
2.3. Existing collections

In [27], Han et al. created a collection of citation records extracted from DBLP3 which, with slight variations, has been used
in several other studies [27,29,28,43,42,55]. Han et al. manually labeled the citation records using external sources of informa-
tion such as authors’ publication home pages, curriculum vitae, affiliations, and e-mail addresses. In case of doubt, they also sent
emails to some authors to confirm the authorship of given citations. The records that had insufficient information to be checked
2 http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu.
3 http://dblp.uni-trier.de.
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were eliminated from the collection. This collection totalizes 8442 citation records and 14 ambiguous groups with 480 authors.
It contains the author names, work titles and publication venue titles of the citations.4

In [6], Bhattacharya and Getoor describe three collections, namely, CiteSeer, arXiv and BioBase. CiteSeer has only author
names and work title attributes. It contains 1504 citation records of machine learning related publications with 2892 author
names of 1165 authors. This collection was created by Aron Culotta and Andrew McCallum from the University of Massachu-
setts, Amherst. The arXiv collection, on turn, has 29,555 citation records of high energy physics related publications with
58,515 author names of 9200 authors. This collection, which has only the author name attributes, was used in KDD cup
2003.5 Finally, the BioBase collection has 156,156 citation records of Elsevier publications on ‘Immunology and Infectious Dis-
eases’ from 1998 to 2001 with 831,991 author names, of which 10,595 correspond to actual disambiguated names. All three
collections are publicly available.6

In [16], Cota et al. describe a collection of citation records extracted from BDBComp, the Brazilian Computer Science Dig-
ital Library [35]. This collection contains citations for the authors sharing the top-10 most frequent author names, repre-
sented by their first name initials along with surnames. This collection was manually disambiguated using external
sources of information such as the authors’ publication home pages, affiliations, and e-mail addresses. It sums up 363 records
associated with 184 distinct authors, approximately two records per author. Notice that, although this collection is smaller
than the other ones, it is very difficult to disambiguate, because it carries many authors with very few records each7.

Finally, in [33], Kang et al. describe the KISTI-AD-E-01-TestSet, a collection built by the Korea Institute of Science and
Technology Information for English homonyms author name disambiguation. The top 1000 most frequent author names
from late-2007 DBLP citation records were obtained jointly with their citation records. Afterwards, for each author name
in each citation record, an authorship record that contains the author name (i.e., the name of the author to be disambigua-
ted), the coauthor names (i.e., the name of the rest of the authors) and other citation attributes (e.g., the work title, the pub-
lication venue title, the publication year) was built. To disambiguate this collection, the authors submitted a query composed
of the surname of the author and the work title of each authorship record to the Google search engine, aiming at finding
personal publication pages. The first 20 web pages retrieved for each query were manually checked to identify the correct
personal publication page for each authorship record. This identified page was then used to disambiguate the record. This
collection has 37,613 citation records, 881 groups of same-name persons and 6921 authors.8

Despite the existence of those collections, each of them corresponds to only a snapshot of the citation records extracted
from the source digital library in a specific period, thus they are restricted to the scenarios captured during such periods.
SyGAR, on the other hand, allows us to generate synthetic citation records for simulating many interesting scenarios, in a
controlled way, over long periods of time. The design of our tool is described next.
3. SyGAR design

SyGAR is a tool for generating synthetic collections of citation records. Its design was driven by our goal of evaluating
name disambiguation methods in more realistic, yet controlled, scenarios, with evolving digital libraries. It was thus de-
signed to capture the aspects of real collections that are key to disambiguation methods and, therefore, to generate synthetic
collections to evaluate them. These synthetic collections may be larger and span longer periods of time besides being rep-
resentative of the real data with respect to author publication profiles (defined below).

SyGAR takes as input a real collection of previously disambiguated citation records, referred to as the input collection. Each
such record is composed of the three attributes commonly exploited by disambiguation methods [16,23,27–29,37,42,43],
namely, a list of author names and a list of unique terms present in the work title and the publication venue title. Authors
with the same ambiguous name, and their corresponding records, are organized into ambiguous groups (e.g., all authors with
name ‘‘C. Chen’’). SyGAR also takes as input several other parameters, defined in Table 1 and described in the following sec-
tions, which are used in the data generation process.

As output, SyGAR produces a representative list of synthetically generated citation records, referred to as the correspond-
ing output collection. Each generated record consists of the three aforementioned attributes. In particular, the (synthetic)
work title is represented by a set of unique terms as opposed to a complete semantically-sound sentence, as most disambig-
uation methods typically exploit the former.

The overall generation process consists of three main steps, as shown in Fig. 1. SyGAR first summarizes the input collec-
tion into a set of attribute distributions that characterize the publication profiles of individual authors in the input collection.
SyGAR builds publication profiles for all authors in the input collection, including those with ambiguous and non-ambiguous
names. Next, the attribute distributions are used to generate synthetic records. Unless otherwise noted, only profiles of
4 It is available at http://clgiles.ist.psu.edu/data/.
5 http://www.cs.cornell.edu/projects/kddcup/index.html.
6 The CiteSeer and the Arxiv collections can be found at http://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/linqs/projects/er/index.html while the BioBase dataset can be found

at http://help.sciencedirect.com/robo/projects/sdhelp/about_biobase.htm.
7 The BDBComp collection is available at http://www.lbd.dcc.ufmg.br/lbd/collections/disambiguation.
8 It is available at http://www.kisti.re.kr.
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Table 1
SyGAR input parameters.

Parameter Description

Nloads Number of loads to be synthesized
NR Total number of records to be generated per load
NTopics Number of topics
aTopic Threshold used to estimate distribution of topic popularity per citation (LDA model)
aTerm Threshold used to estimate distribution of term popularity per topic (LDA model)
bTopic Minimum weight of topics that are associated to an author
aNewCoauthor Probability of selecting a new coauthor
aNewVenue Probability of selecting a new venue
%NewAuthors Percentage of new authors to be generated in each load
%InheritedTopics Percentage of topics to be inherited from a new author’s main coauthor
%ProfileChanges Percentage of authors that will have changes in their profiles in each load
d Shift parameter used to simulate changes in an author’s profile
PFName Probability distribution of altering (removing, keeping or retaining) only the initial of the author’s first name
PMName Probability distribution of altering (removing, keeping or retaining) only the initial of the author’s middle name

PLName
#Mods

Probability distribution of the number of modifications in the author’s last name

PLName
Mod

Probabilities of inserting, deleting or changing one character or swapping two characters of the author’s last name

PTitle
#Mod

Probability distribution of the number of modifications in the work title

PTitle
Mod

Probabilities of inserting, deleting or changing one character or swapping two characters of the title

PVenue
#Mods

Probability distribution of the number of modifications in the venue

PVenue
Mod

Probabilities of inserting, deleting or changing one character or swapping two characters of the venue

Fig. 1. SyGAR main components – SyGAR receives as input a disambiguated collection of citation records and builds publication profiles for all authors in
the input collection. Then, the publication profiles are used to generate synthetic records. As a final step, SyGAR may introduce typographical errors in the
output collection and change the citation attributes.
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authors with ambiguous names are used to generate synthetic data.9 As a final step, SyGAR changes the citation attributes, par-
ticularly the author names, so as to adhere to a pre-defined format (e.g., keep only the initial of the first name). In this step, it
may also introduce typographical errors in the output collection. A detailed description of each step is presented in the following
subsections.

3.1. Inferring publication profiles from the input collection

Each author’s publication profile is characterized by her citation records. That is, the profile of author a is extracted from
the input collection by summarizing her list of citation records into four probability distributions, namely:

1. a’s distribution of number of coauthors per record – Pa
nCoauthors;

2. a’s coauthor popularity distribution – Pa
Coauthor;

3. a’s distribution of number of terms in a work title – Pa
nTerms;

4. a’s topic popularity distribution – Pa
Topic.

Each topic t is further characterized by two probability distributions:

1. t’s term popularity distribution – Pt
Term;

2. t’s venue popularity distribution – Pt
Venue.

Finally, we also build a collection profile with:
9 Profiles of authors with non-ambiguous names are used in the generation of profiles of new authors (Section 3.3), which relies on the profiles of all authors
in the input collection.



Fig. 2. A plate representation of the LDA [7] – the LDA model assumes that each citation record r follows the generative process. r draws the number of
terms Nd in the work title according to a given distribution, draws a topic distribution h according to a Dirichlet distribution model with parameter aTopic

and, for each term, chooses a topic z following the multinomial distribution h and a term w from a multinomial probability conditioned on the selected topic
z, given by distribution /, which in turn is drawn according to a Dirichlet distribution with parameter aTerm.
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1. probability distribution of the number of records per author with ambiguous names – Pc
nRecordsAuthors;

2. probability distribution of the number of records per author – Pc
nRecordsAllAuthors;

3. probability distribution of the number of records per ambiguous group – Pc
nRecordsGroup.

Pa
nCoauthors; Pa

Coauthor; Pa
nTerms; Pc

nRecordsAuthors and Pc
nRecordsAllAuthors can be directly extracted from the input collection by aggregat-

ing the citation records of each author a. We assume a’s attribute distributions are statistically independent. In particular, we
assume that, for any given citation, a’s coauthors are independently chosen. Despite somewhat simplistic, these indepen-
dence assumptions have also been made by most previous work in the context of name disambiguation [23,27–29,37]. More
importantly, we show, in Section 5, that these assumptions have little (if any) impact on the performance of different dis-
ambiguation methods, as there is little difference in their results when applied to a real (input) collection and to syntheti-
cally generated (output) collections.

The main challenge here is to infer, from the input collection, the distributions of topic popularity for each author Pa
Topic

� �
,

as well as the distributions of term and venue popularity associated with each topic (Pt
Term and Pt

Venue). Recall that the input
collection does not contain any information on the topic(s) associated with each citation record. Thus, to address this chal-
lenge, SyGAR models each citation in the input collection as a finite mixture of a set of topics. In other words, each citation
record r has an associated topic distribution, Pr

Topic.10 Terms in the work title and publication venue title are drawn from corre-
sponding distributions associated with the topics of the citation record, and not with the authors. This model is thus able to
generate a citation record with a work title containing terms (or with a venue) not used yet by any of the authors, provided
that such terms (or venue) are associated with a topic of their interests.

A first step to infer Pa
Topic; Pt

Term and Pt
Venue consists of deriving the distribution of topics for each citation record r in the

input collection, Pr
Topic. This is performed using the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) generative model, previously proposed

for modeling document contents [7]. LDA is a three-level hierarchical Bayesian model, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In this model, /
denotes a matrix of topic distributions, with a multinomial distribution of NTerms terms for each of the NTopics topics, which is
drawn independently from a symmetric Dirichlet (aTerm) prior. NTerms represents the total number of distinct terms in all
work titles of the input collection whereas NTopics is the total number of topics used to model the citations. Moreover, h is
the matrix of citation-specific weights for these NTopics topics, each being drawn independently from a symmetric Dirichlet
(aTopic) prior. For each term, z denotes the topic responsible for generating that term, drawn from the h distribution for that
citation record, and w is the term itself, drawn from the topic distribution / corresponding to z. In other words, the LDA mod-
el assumes that each citation record r follows the generative process described below:

1. Draw the number of terms sizeTitle in the work title according to a given distribution, such as a Poisson distribution [7] or,
in our case, the distribution of number of terms in a work title for a given author a; Pa

nTerms;
2. Draw a topic distribution hr for citation record r according to a Dirichlet distribution model with parameter aTopic; and
3. For each term i, i = 1 � � � sizeTitle, choose a topic zi following the multinomial distribution hr and a term wi from a multino-

mial probability conditioned on the selected topic zi, given by distribution /zi
, which in turn is drawn according to a

Dirichlet distribution with parameter aTerm.
10 Pr
TopicðtÞmeasures the strength at which a given topic t is related to the citation record r, normalized so as to keep the summation over all topics equal to 1.

Thus, Pr
TopicðtÞ can be seen as a weight associated with topic t for citation record r.
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Thus, the LDA model has two sets of unknown parameters, namely, the topic distribution associated with each citation
record r, hr, and the term popularity distribution of each topic j, /j, as well as the latent variables z corresponding to the
assignments of individual terms to topics. Several strategies can be adopted to estimate hr and /j. As in [44,47], we use
the Gibbs sampling algorithm [26]. This algorithm aims at generating a sequence of samples from the joint probability dis-
tribution of two or more random variables with the purpose of, for instance, estimating the marginal distributions of one of
the variables. The Gibbs sampling algorithm constructs a Markov chain that converges to the posterior distribution of z by
generating random samples from the observed data, and then uses the results to infer the marginal distributions hr and /j.
The transitions between states of the Markov chain result from repeatedly drawing the topic of the ith term, zi, from its dis-
tribution conditioned on all other variables, that is
11 The
normal
Pðzi ¼ jjwi ¼ m; z�i;w�iÞ /
CWT

m�i j
þ aTermP

m0C
WT
m0�i

j þ NTermsaTerm

CRT
r�i j
þ aTopicP

j0C
RT
r�i j

0 þ NTopicsaTopic

ð1Þ
In other words, it computes the probability that the topic assigned to the ith term (variable zi) is j, given that the ith term
(variable wi) is m and given all topic assignments not including the one related to the ith term (z�i). CWT

m�i j
is the number

of times that term m is assigned to topic j excluding the current instance of term m, CWT
m0�i

j is the number of times that all terms
in the collection are assigned to topic j excluding the current instance of m, CRT

r�i j
is the number of times that topic j is assigned

to terms in citation record r excluding the current instance of m, CRT
r�i j

0 is the number of times that all topics are assigned to
terms in citation record r excluding the current instance of m.

From any sample from this Markov chain, we can estimate the probability of drawing a topic j for a citation r as
hrðjÞ ¼
CRT

rj þ aTopicP
j0C

RT
rj0 þ NTopicsaTopic

ð2Þ
and the probability of drawing a term m for a given topic j as
/jðmÞ ¼
CWT

mj þ aTermP
m0C

WT
m0j þ NTermsaTerm

ð3Þ
These distributions correspond to the predictive distributions over new terms and new topics. According to Blei et al. [7],
it is recommended to assign positive values to input parameters aTopic and aTerm so as to allow the selection of new topics and
new terms that have not been previously observed. In other words, positive values for these parameters ultimately imply in
non-zero probabilities to all items (i.e., topics or terms) regardless of whether they have CRT

rj (or CWT
mj ) equal to 0.

SyGAR follows the aforementioned procedure by processing all citation records in the input collection, one at a time. It
uses the terms in the work titles to estimate the conditioned probability given by Eq. (1). After a number of iterations, it esti-
mates the topic distribution of each citation record r, Pr

Topic (given by hr in Eq. (2)) and the term popularity distribution per
topic t, Pt

Term (given by /j in Eq. (3)).
Afterwards, the tool infers the topic distribution Pa

Topic of each author a by combining the weights of the topics of all cita-
tion records in which a is an author. Only topics with weights greater than or equal to bTopic (input parameter) are selected
from each citation record of a, so as to avoid introducing topics of very little interest to a in Pa

Topic. SyGAR also infers the venue
popularity distribution of each topic t, Pt

Venue, by combining the weights of t associated with citation records containing the
same publication venue, provided that t has the largest weight among all topics of the given citation record, i.e., provided
that t is the most related topic of the given citation record.11

Given the author profiles, SyGAR is ready to generate the synthetic citation records. It generates a number Nloads of batches
of data representing a number of successive loads. For each load, it generates a number of records given by NR or, alterna-
tively, specified based on the distributions of the number of publications per author per load (as in Section 6.2).

Since SyGAR extracts publication profiles of all authors in the input collection, the term ‘‘author’’ was used up to this point
in this Section to refer to any author in the input collection, regardless of whether she has an ambiguous name or not. Since
our present goal is to evaluate disambiguation methods, we here use SyGAR to generate synthetic records only for authors
with ambiguous names. Thus, for the sake of clarity, through the rest of this article and unless otherwise noted, we refer to
authors with ambiguous names, the main target of our study, as simply authors, treating all other authors in the input collec-
tion as their coauthors.

The following three sections describe how SyGAR generates synthetic records for authors (with ambiguous names) al-
ready present in the input collection (Section 3.2) and for new authors (Section 3.3), as well as how it models dynamic pub-
lication profiles (Section 3.4) and how it modifies citation records in its final step (Section 3.5).
se probabilities are combined by first summing up all values of CRT
rj þ aTopic (numerator in Eq. (2)) for citations r and topics j of interest, and then

izing them so as to keep the total probability equal to 1.
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3.2. Generating records for existing authors

Each synthetic record for existing authors is created as follows:

1. Select one of the authors of the collection according to the desired distribution of number of records per author. Let it be a.
2. Select the number of coauthors according to Pa

nCoauthors. Let it be ac.
3. Repeat ac times:
� with probability 1 � aNewCoauthor, select one coauthor according to Pa

Coauthor;
� otherwise, uniformly select a new coauthor among remaining coauthors in the input collection.

4. Combine the topic distributions of a and each of the selected coauthors. Let it be Pall
Topic.

5. Select the number of terms in the title according to Pa
nTerms. Let it be at.

6. Repeat at times: select one topic t according to Pall
Topic and select one term for the work title according to Pt

Term.
7. Select the publication venue:
� with probability 1 � aNewVenue, select a venue according to Pt

Venue, where t is the topic that was selected most often in
Step 6;

� otherwise, randomly select a new venue among remaining venues in the input collection.

Step 1 uses either the collection profile, i.e., Pc
nRecordsAuthors, or a distribution specified as part of the input. The latter may be

specified by, for instance, providing the fractions of records to be generated for each author. This alternative input adds flex-
ibility to our tool as it allows one to experiment with various scenarios by generating synthetic collections with varying
numbers of records per author profile. Steps 2 and 5 use the distributions in the profile of the selected author. The same holds
for Steps 3 and 7, although, with probabilities aNewCoauthor and aNewVenue, SyGAR selects new coauthors and new venues (i.e.,
coauthors and venues that are not associated with the selected author in the input collection), respectively. We also note
that, in Steps 3 and 6, we do not allow for a coauthor (or term) to be selected more than once.

The combined topic distribution Pall
Topic (Step 4) is obtained by first selecting only the topics that are shared by all selected

authors (a and her coauthors). If there is no shared topic, we take the union of all topics associated with the selected author a
and the coauthors. The combined distribution is built by, for each topic t, averaging Pa

TopicðtÞ across all authors (a and the
coauthors) and normalizing these values at the end so as to keep the summation over all topics equal to 1.

The seven steps are repeated a number of times equal to the target number of records in the new load.

3.3. Adding new authors

Another use for SyGAR is to generate records for large author populations, by building citation records not only for the
authors present in the input collection but also for new (non-existing) authors. A variety of mechanisms could be designed
to build such records. For the sake of demonstrating SyGAR’s flexibility, we here adopt a strategy that exploits the publica-
tion profiles from author and co-authors, extracted from the input collection. Other (possibly more sophisticated) ap-
proaches will be designed in the future.

A new author a is created by first selecting one of its coauthors among all authors (with ambiguous and non-ambiguous
names) in the input collection, i.e., using Pc

nRecordsAllAuthors. Let say it is ca. The new author inherits ca’s profile, but the inherited
topic and coauthor distributions are changed as follows. First, the new author inherits only a percentage %InheritedTopics of the
topics associated with ca, i.e., the topics that are more strongly related to her (i.e., with largest weights). Let lTopic be the list of
inherited topics. The new author’s topic popularity distribution is built by using the same weights ca’s distribution for the
inherited topics, rescaling them afterwards so as to keep the summation equal to 1.

Similarly, we set a’s coauthor list equal to ca plus all coauthors of ca that have at least one of the topics in lTopic associated
with them. Once again, the probabilities of selecting each coauthor are also inherited, and rescaled afterwards. However, we
force that ca appears in all records generated to the new author. This strategy mimics the case of a new author who, starting
its publication career, follows part of the interests (topics) of one who will be a frequent coauthor (e.g., advisor or colleague).

Finally, the name of the new author is generated with the initial of the first name and the full last name of an existing
author (i.e., an ambiguous author name), selected from the input collection using the distribution of the number of records
per ambiguous group, i.e., Pc

nRecordsGroup.
Parameter %NewAuthors specifies the percentage of new authors generated for each new load.

3.4. Changing an author’s profile

SyGAR also allows one to experiment with dynamic author profiles, mimicking scenarios in which authors (with ambig-
uous names) may change their publication profiles over time due to shifts in interests, as occurs in real-world bibliographic
digital libraries. Although SyGAR processes the input collection as a static snapshot of publication profiles, the tool can gen-
erate collections in which authors dynamically change their attribute distributions over successive loads.

In the lack of a previous characterization of dynamic properties of author publication, SyGAR currently implements a sim-
ple strategy to change the topic distribution of an author a, illustrated in Fig. 3a. It first sorts the topics associated with a
according to their probabilities (i.e., Pa

Topic) so as to have a histogram as close to a bell shape as possible (i.e., mode in the cen-
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Fig. 3. Changing author a’s profile by altering her topic distribution. (a) The original topic distribution of author a. (b) The topics associated with a sorted
according to their probabilities Pa

Topic

� �
so as to have a histogram as close to a bell shape as possible. (c) The topic distribution shifted along the x-axis by a

factor d = 5; 2 shifts are shown in the figure.
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ter and least probable topics in both extremes), as illustrated in Fig. 3b. It then shifts the distribution along the x-axis by a
factor of d, at each load. Fig. 3c illustrates four successive changes in an author’s profile using d equals to 5.

By carefully choosing d, this procedure guarantees that changes occur as softly as desired, mimicking the case of an author
smoothly increasing/decreasing her interest in some topics over time.

Parameter %ProfileChanges specifies the percentage of authors that will experience changes in their profiles in each load.

3.5. Modifying citation attributes

The final step in the citation record generation process consists of modifying the citation attributes according to several
input probability distributions (see Table 1). Two mandatory changes refer to how an author’s first and middle names should
be presented in the citation record. There are three possibilities: completely remove the first/middle name, keep the first/
middle name entirely and keep only the initial of the first/middle name. Probability distributions PFName and PMName are used
to make the selections, which are applied to the names of all authors and coauthors in the synthetic citations.

Next, six input distributions may be used to introduce typographical errors in the generated records. PLName
#Mods; PTitle

#Mods and
PVenue

#Mods are used to draw the number of modifications in each author’s last name, work title and publication venue, respec-
tively, whereas PLName

Mod ; PTitle
Mod and PVenue

Mod are used to draw the type of each such modification in each attribute. Four modifica-
tions are possible, namely, insert, remove or change one character and swap two randomly selected characters.

In its current version, SyGAR allows for the easy experimentation with a multitude of relevant scenarios (see examples in
Section 6) that occur in real digital libraries. We intend, in the future, to design even more sophisticated mechanisms to add
new authors to the output collection as well as new strategies to introduce changes in the profiles of existing authors and in
the synthetic records.

As a final note, we emphasize that, although SyGAR was designed to help addressing the name disambiguation task, it can
be used to generate any collection of citation records, as long as a real collection is provided as source of author profiles.
Thus, we believe it can be used to study other problems related to bibliographic digital libraries as well (e.g., scalability is-
sues). SyGAR is implemented in Java and will be available for public use in due time.

4. Representative name disambiguation methods

Before evaluating SyGAR, we first describe the name disambiguation methods we used to validate and illustrate the
applicability of our tool. As the methods available in the literature adopt a variety of solutions, including unsupervised
and supervised techniques (see Section 2), we here select three methods, each one being representative of a different
technique. Next, we briefly introduce the selected methods.

4.1. SVM-based method

The SVM-based name disambiguation method, here referred to as simply SVM, was proposed by Han et al. [27]. The
authors associate each author name with an author class and train the classifier for that class. Each citation record is
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represented by a feature vector with elements within its attribute values (e.g., terms of the title, coauthor names, etc.) as
features, and frequencies of these elements as feature weights.

Support vector machines (SVMs) [15] receive training vectors xi 2 Rn (input space), i = 1,2, . . . , l, and a vector y 2 {�1,1}l,
and find an optimal decision hyperplane that minimizes the risk of erroneous classifications. SVMs produce a model that
predicts target values of data instances in the testing set. The model is produced using a training set, which has feature vec-
tors representing the instances that will be classified along with their class label. SVMs require both positive and negative
examples to learn how to classify the data. It has two main parameters, namely, the type of kernel function kf, which indi-
cates the structure of the solution function, and cost j, which controls the penalty given to classification errors in the training
process.
4.2. Unsupervised heuristic-based hierarchical method

Cota et al. [16] proposed a heuristic-based hierarchical clustering method (HHC) for name disambiguation that involves
two steps. In the first step, the method creates clusters of citation records with similar author names that share at least a
similar coauthor name. Then, in the second step, the method successively fuses clusters of records with similar author names
based on the similarity of two other citation attributes, work title and publication venue title.

More specifically, two clusters are fused if they include citation records with similar work titles or similar publication
venue titles, which is identified according to two input parameters (work and publication venue similarity thresholds). In
each fusion, the information of fused clusters is aggregated (i.e., all words in the titles are grouped together) providing more
information for the next round of fusion. This process is successively repeated until no more fusions are possible.

To calculate the similarity between two clusters, Cota et al. [16] used each word in the work or publication venue title as a
term and calculated the cosine between two clusters using feature vectors, where each feature corresponds to the product of
TF (term frequency) and IDF (inverse document frequency) (i.e., TF⁄ IDF) of its corresponding term.
4.3. K-way spectral clustering-based method

This unsupervised method, proposed by Han et al. [29], follows a clustering approach based on the K-way spectral clus-
tering technique [57]. The method, here referred to as simply KWAY, does not use any training data, but it does assume that
the number of correct clusters is previously known and, therefore, it is a parameter of the method. In other words, although
some input is needed from the user, there is no explicit learning phase. Thus, the KWAY method can be considered unsuper-
vised. Moreover, since it is based on a state-of-the-art clustering technique that uses privileged information (i.e., the number
of correct clusters), which may not be realistic for the problem, it produces results that may be considered upper-bounds for
clustering solutions.

In the KWAY disambiguation method, each citation record is mapped into a vertex of an undirected graph, and the edge
weight between two vertices represents the similarity between the corresponding citation records. The disambiguation
problem consists of splitting the graph so that citation records that are more similar to each other belong to the same cluster.
Each citation record is modeled as a feature vector, with each feature corresponding to an element (e.g., a word) of a given
instance of each attribute (e.g., title, author, etc.) of the citation record. The authors considered two options for defining the
feature weights, namely, TFIDF, the product TF � IDF, and Normalized Term Frequency, NTF. NTF is given by ntf(i,d) = freq(i,d)/
maxfreq(d), where freq(i,d) refers to the frequency of feature i in citation record d and max freq(d) refers to the maximal fre-
quency of any feature in record d. We here use the TFIDF scheme as it produced better results in the original paper.
5. SyGAR’s validation

We validate SyGAR by comparing the performance of the selected name disambiguation methods on real and syntheti-
cally generated collections as well as by comparing attribute distributions (author/coauthor and topic distributions) of both
collections. We start by describing the real collection (Section 5.1) and the performance metric used in our evaluation
(Section 5.2). Validation results are presented in Section 5.3.
5.1. Real collection

The real collection of citation records used in our study is a subset of the citation records extracted by Han et al. from
DBLP [27]. It contains a total of 4287 records associated with 220 distinct authors (with ambiguous names), with an average
of approximately 20 records per author. The collection contains, in total, 11 ambiguous groups. The number of records and
the number of distinct authors with the same ambiguous name within each group are presented in Table 2. Slight variations
of the original collection [27] have also been used in several other studies [16,23,27,29,28,43,42,55].



Table 2
Real collection – an extract of DBLP.

Ambiguous group Number of records Number of authors

A. Gupta 576 26
A. Kumar 243 14
C. Chen 798 60
D. Johnson 368 15
J. Martin 112 16
J. Robinson 171 12
J. Smith 921 29
K. Tanaka 280 10
M. Brown 153 13
M. Jones 260 13
M. Miller 405 12
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5.2. Performance metric

The ultimate goal of a disambiguation method is to separate all records within each ambiguous group into a number of
subgroups (i.e., clusters), one for each different (disambiguated) author name. In order to evaluate the performance of the
disambiguation methods, we here use the K metric [36], which captures a balance between two specific clustering metrics,
namely, average cluster purity (ACP) and average author purity (AAP). K, ACP and AAP are applied separately to each ambig-
uous group.

ACP evaluates the purity of the generated clusters with respect to manually generated reference clusters, i.e., whether the
generated clusters include only records belonging to the reference clusters. In our case, the reference clusters are the result of
the manual disambiguation previously performed on each group. Thus, ACP is equal to 1 if the generated clusters are pure.
ACP is computed as
ACP ¼ 1
N

Xq

i¼1

XR

j¼1

n2
ij

ni
where R is the number of reference clusters (manually generated clusters); N is the total number of records in the ambiguous
group; q is the number of clusters automatically generated by the disambiguation method; nij is the total number of records
of the automatically generated cluster i that belong to the reference cluster j; and ni is the total number of records of the
automatically generated cluster i.

AAP, in turn, evaluates the fragmentation of the automatically generated clusters with respect to the reference clusters. Its
values vary between 0 and 1. The smaller the number of fragmented clusters, the closer it is to 1. AAP is computed as
AAP ¼ 1
N

XR

j¼1

Xq

i¼1

n2
ij

nj
where nj is the total number of records in the reference cluster j.
The K metric consists of the geometric mean of ACP and AAP, thus capturing both purity and fragmentation of the clusters

generated by each method. The K metric is given by
K ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ACP� AAP
p

5.3. Validation results

Since our main goal is to use SyGAR to evaluate representative disambiguation methods, our main validation consists of
assessing whether the synthetically generated collection captures the aspects of the corresponding real collection (and its
ambiguous groups) that are of relevance to the disambiguation methods. Towards that goal, we compare the K result ob-
tained when each of the three selected disambiguation methods is applied to the real collection and its corresponding syn-
thetic versions.

In our validation experiments, we set aTopic = aTerm = 0.00001, thus allowing, with a very small probability, the selection of
any topic/term, regardless of whether they were associated with the selected authors/topics in the input collection (see Sec-
tion 3.1). We believe this leads to the generation of more realistic synthetic collections. Moreover, we set bTopic = 0.07, i.e., to
infer the topic distribution of each author, we combine the topics with weights greater than or equal to 0.07 in each citation
record of such author, avoiding introducing topics with very little interest to her in the topic distribution. The number of
authors and the number of records per author in the synthetic collections are set to be the same as in the input collection,
as both parameters have impact on the effectiveness of the methods, and thus should be kept fixed for validation purposes.
In other words, we let NR and Pc

nRecordsAuthors be the same as in the input collection and make Nloads = 1. For validation purposes,



Table 3
SyGAR validation – average K results and 95% confidence intervals for real and synthetically
generated collections (NTopics = 300). Statistical ties are in bold.

Collection KWAY SVM HHC

Real 0.589 ± 0.006 0.799 ± 0.006 0.770 ± 0.006

Synthetic 1 0.470 ± 0.008 0.698 ± 0.005 0.753 ± 0.013
Synthetic 2 0.486 ± 0.005 0.704 ± 0.005 0.750 ± 0.011
Synthetic 3 0.479 ± 0.006 0.711 ± 0.005 0.752 ± 0.005
Synthetic 4 0.503 ± 0.010 0.714 ± 0.006 0.755 ± 0.006
Synthetic 5 0.477 ± 0.004 0.710 ± 0.006 0.751 ± 0.011
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we set %NewAuthors = %InheritedTopics = %ProfileChanges = aNewCoauthor = aNewVenue = d = 0, keep first and middle names of each author as
in the input collection and avoid introducing any typographical error in the synthetic collections. We experiment with NTopics

equal to 300 and 600. We further discuss issues related to the sensitivity of SyGAR to these parameters later in this section.
Regarding the parameters for the methods, for SVM, we used the implementation provided by the LibSVM package [11],

with RBF (Radial Basis Function) as the kernel function, where the best c and cost values were obtained from the training
data using the Grid program, available with the LibSVM package. For KWAY, we used the implementation of the K-way spec-
tral clustering provided by the University of Washington spectral clustering working group12 and the number of authors in
the collections as the target number of clusters to be generated. For HHC, we used the same values specified in [16] for the work
and venue title similarity thresholds.

For the sake of evaluation, we divided the real collection as well as each synthetic collection generated from it into two
equal-sized portions, by randomly splitting the author records into two parts. One is the training data and the other is the
test set. We then applied each method to each ambiguous group in the test set. The supervised method uses the training data
to learn the disambiguation model. We repeated this process 10 times for each collection, presenting results that are aver-
ages of the 10 runs.

Table 3 shows average K results, along with corresponding 95% confidence intervals, for the three disambiguation meth-
ods applied to the real collection and to five synthetically generated collections13 using NTopics = 300. Note that the synthetic
collections are only slightly more difficult to disambiguate than the real one. Indeed, K results for KWAY, SVM and HHC methods
are, on average, around only 17%, 11% and 2.3%, respectively, smaller in the synthetic collections, including a statistical tie be-
tween the real and a synthetic collection using the HHC method (marked in bold). We notice that, the number of distinct terms
in the work titles used by each author in the synthetic collection with NTopics = 300 is around 9% greater than in the real collec-
tion. Since KWAY relies directly on the similarity among the records to group them, which uses the work title, this may explain
the larger difference for this method. HHC, on the other hand, first groups by coauthor and only uses the information in the work
and publication titles for minimizing the fragmentation problem, while SVM, relies on the training data, being more robust to
these changes. This may explain the smaller differences between these methods when applied to the synthetic and real
collections.

We consider these results very good, given the complexity of the data generation process, and considering that SyGAR
allows for the selection of title terms and venues not previously associated with an author. In other words, the synthetic col-
lections, built using SyGAR, are mimicking reasonably well the real data.

Table 4 shows similar results for synthetic collections built using NTopics = 600. Note that these collections are easier to
disambiguate and the K results are closer to those produced for the real collection. Indeed, comparing real and synthetic col-
lections, results for KWAY and SVM are, on average, only 9% and 4% smaller in the synthetic collections, whereas the HHC
results are slightly better in the synthetic collections (3.3%, on average). These results further show that SyGAR is capable
of capturing the aspects of the real collection that are relevant to the disambiguation methods.

The reason why using 600 topics instead of 300 leads to synthetic collections on which the disambiguation methods pro-
duce results closer (or even slightly better) to the results for the corresponding real collections may be explained as follows.
As the number of topics increases, the number of authors sharing any given topic tends to decrease. As a consequence, when
building a synthetic citation, there is a higher chance that a term selected for a given topic (Eq. (3)) has been actually used, in
the real collection, by the author to which that topic was associated. Recall that, when generating a citation, if the selected
authors share no topic, SyGAR combines all topics of individual authors. This happens with the majority of the citations gen-
erated when we set NTopics = 600. Thus, in this case, the chance of generating synthetic citations with terms that were used by
at least one of the authors in the real collection is higher, which ultimately makes the synthetic citations look more similar to
the real ones, at least with respect to title terms. This leads to synthetic collections that better resemble the real ones, there-
fore justifying the similar performance of the methods.

To better understand the sensitivity of SyGAR to some of its key parameters, we evaluate the results of two of the selected
methods, namely SVM and HHC, when applied to synthetic collections generated using various values of aTopic, aTerm, bTopic,
and NTopics. We report, for each method, the relative difference of its performance on the real and synthetic collections, here
12 http://www.stat.washington.edu/spectral.
13 These collections were built based on the same input parameters, differing only with respect to the seed used in the random number generator.

http://www.stat.washington.edu/spectral


Table 4
SyGAR validation – average K results and 95% confidence intervals for real and five synthetically
generated collections (NTopics = 600).

Collection KWAY SVM HHC

Real 0.589 ± 0.006 0.799 ± 0.006 0.770 ± 0.006

Synthetic 1 0.550 ± 0.004 0.781 ± 0.007 0.792 ± 0.008
Synthetic 2 0.536 ± 0.011 0.751 ± 0.006 0.790 ± 0.009
Synthetic 3 0.531 ± 0.007 0.761 ± 0.007 0.799 ± 0.012
Synthetic 4 0.531 ± 0.009 0.774 ± 0.005 0.796 ± 0.006
Synthetic 5 0.511 ± 0.010 0.747 ± 0.006 0.801 ± 0.008
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referred to as the relative error. A positive error implies that the synthetic collection is harder to disambiguate than the real
one. We report average results of five runs, omitting confidence intervals for the sake of clarity.

We start by showing, in Fig. 4a and c, average errors for SVM and HHC, respectively, as we vary aTopic and aTerm from 10�6

to 10�2 (setting both to the same value in each case), and NTopics from 100 to 600, while keeping bTopic fixed at 0.07. We note
that, as both aTopic and aTerm increase, the gap between the results on synthetic and real collections tends to increase signif-
icantly for both methods, particularly for large number of topics. The synthetic collections become harder to disambiguate
for larger values of aTopic and aTerm. This is because larger values of both parameters impact the computation of Pr

Topic and Pt
Term

(Eqs. 2 and 3, respectively) more significantly. This is particularly true if NTopics is large, since counters CRT
rj and CWT

mj , inferred
from the input collection, tend to decrease as the number of topics increases. In other words, larger values of aTopic and aTerm

may introduce too much noise in the estimates of Pr
Topic and Pt

Term, ultimately generating synthetic collections that are much
harder to disambiguate than the real collection. The same can be noticed, though to a less extent, for smaller number of
topics.

Moreover, the errors also tend to decrease as the number of topics (NTopics) increases, provided that the values of aTopic and
aTerm are not very large. As previously discussed, the larger the number of topics, the higher the chance of generating cita-
tions with terms that were used by at least one of its authors in the real collection. One extreme case is Ntopics = 600 and
aTopic = aTerm = 10�5, when, as previously discussed, this happens to most generated citations and both methods produce
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results that are very close to those obtained with the real collection. Thus, we suggest to use aTerm = 10�5, aTopic = 10�5 and
NTopics = 600.

Next, Fig. 4b and d show average errors for SVM and HHC, respectively, as we vary bTopic from 0.01 to 0.12 and NTopics from
100 to 600, keeping aTopic = aTerm = 10�5. In general, both methods tend to produce results closer to those obtained with the
real collection for larger values of bTopic. This is expected as bTopic represents the minimum weight of topics that can be asso-
ciated with an author. Thus, in general, larger values of bTopic tend to reduce the chance of associating to an author a topic
that is of little interest to her. So, the bTopic value must be lower or equal to 0.10. Therefore, we suggest to set bTopic = 0.10.

We further validate SyGAR by comparing some of the attribute distributions in the real and synthetic collections. As a
sanity check, Fig. 5a shows the distributions of the number of records per author/coauthor Pc

nRecordsAllAuthors

� �
in the real and

in a synthetically generated collection. Clearly, both distributions are very similar, as expected. Fig. 5b, in turn, shows the
popularity (in terms of number of citations) of topics, in the real and in a synthetic collection built using NTopics = 600. Recall
that this metric is not directly manipulated by SyGAR. Once again, the curves show very similar patterns. Similar agreement
was also obtained for collections generated using other values of NTopics as well as for other attribute distributions.
6. Evaluating disambiguation methods with SyGAR

We demonstrate the applicability of SyGAR by evaluating the SVM, KWAY and HHC disambiguation methods in three
realistic scenarios generated by our tool. We start by describing these scenarios in Section 6.1. We then present our exper-
imental setup in Section 6.2 and discuss the most relevant results from our evaluation in Section 6.3. We emphasize that our
goal here is not to thoroughly evaluate the selected methods but rather to show how our tool can be used to evaluate existing
methods in relevant realistic situations.
6.1. Analyzed scenarios

We envision three scenarios that capture some relevant dynamic patterns observed in real digital libraries. All three sce-
narios encompass a live digital library (DL) evolving over the period of several years. In its initial state, the DL is a collection
of synthetic citations. At the end of each year, a load is performed into the DL with new citations of existing, and, possibly, of
new ambiguous authors, depending on the specific scenario. We choose to model yearly loads, using as parameters the
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average yearly publication rates of authors in each ambiguous group, extracted from DBLP (see Section 6.2). However, the
load period could be easily changed.

Scenario 1 consists of an evolving digital library with new citations introduced at each new load, assuming a fixed author
population with static publication profiles. In other words, Scenario 1 captures solely the impact of an evolving DL. Only
authors (with ambiguous names) in the original input collection are considered and they do not change their profiles during
successive loads, keeping their topic and coauthor distributions as extracted from the input collection.

Scenario 2 considers the introduction of new authors to the existing author population. New authors are added to the col-
lection at a given rate in each successive load. As described in Section 3.3, a new author inherits a percentage of the topics of
an author that will be considered as her main coauthor (e.g., an advisor). Moreover, all publications of a new author have her
main coauthor in the author list.

Finally, Scenario 3 considers authors with dynamic profiles. A percentage of the current authors make small changes in
their profiles before each new load, i.e., their topic distributions are shifted by a factor d, as explained in Section 3.4. The
changes are very small, but are performed at a constant rate over the years. Although this might not be very realistic, it al-
lows us to test the limits of the disambiguation methods under dynamic publication profiles. As we are unaware of previous
studies measuring profile change rates in real-word digital libraries, any choice of rate would be arbitrary.

Thus, the envisioned scenarios allow us to evaluate the robustness of the selected disambiguation methods to three key
real-world aspects: (1) the evolution of the DL, (2) the inclusion of new authors with ambiguous names into the DL and (3)
changes in author profiles. We emphasize that these are only a few of the scenarios that can be generated using SyGAR. For
instance, scenarios with different, possibly heterogeneous, profile change rates, i.e., different values of d for different authors,
can also be devised, being the loads easily produced by SyGAR. Building and experimenting with other scenarios is subject of
future work.
6.2. Experimental setup

We performed experiments with the same collection used in Section 5, containing 11 ambiguous groups, as shown in Ta-
ble 2. The parameters for the disambiguation methods were also the same as described in Section 5. For each scenario, the
number of synthetic citation records in the initial state s0 of the digital library is the same as in the real collection. Ten suc-
cessive data loads, one per year, are generated using SyGAR (i.e., Nloads = 10), parameterized by the real collection as source of
publication profiles as well as with additional inputs according to the specific scenario.

Starting at state si, the new citation records generated by SyGAR are disambiguated using each one of the three methods
and the results are incorporated into the corresponding DL version, which evolves into state si+1. If the supervised SVM meth-
od is used, SyGAR is also used to generate a training set containing the same number of citations of the DL at its initial state
s0. This training set is used by SVM to ‘‘learn’’ its model to disambiguate the records generated at each load. For both KWAY
and HHC methods, the generated records are first incorporated into the current state of the DL and the disambiguation is
performed with all records.

For each new load, SyGAR generates records for authors already in the DL and, in Scenario 2, for new authors. The syn-
thetic citations are generated using NTopics = 600, bTopic = 0.10 and aTopic = aTerm = 10�5. Moreover, in all three scenarios, we set
aNewVenue = aNewCoauthor = 0, thus restricting the selection of venues and coauthors for an author’s new citation to those already
associated with her in the input collection.

We also format author and coauthor names according to probabilities p that match the observed patterns in the input
collection. In particular, we retain either only the initial of the first name (p = 0.53) or the complete first name (p = 0.47).
Moreover, regarding the middle name, we either keep only the initial (p = 0.37), remove it (p = 0.53) or keep it completely
(p = 0.10). Finally, we introduce no typographical errors in any attribute.

For experiments with Scenario 2, the number of new authors to be added at each new load is specified as a fraction
%NewAuthors of the total number of authors in the DL at its current state. We experiment with values of %NewAuthors equal to
5% and 10%. Each new author inherits 80% of the topics associated with her most frequent coauthor (%InheritedTopics = 80%).
We note that newly added authors remain as part of the DL throughout the rest of the experiment, i.e., records are generated
for these authors in all successive loads.

Moreover, for experiments with Scenario 3, changes are introduced in a percentage %ProfileChanges of author profiles across
successive loads using a shift d = 5. We experimented with %ProfileChanges equal to 10%, 50% and 100%. In this case, in each
yearly load a different set of authors from the previous state is chosen to have their profiles changed.
Table 5
Distribution of average number of publications per year per author (DBLP: 1984–2008).

Average number of publications per year

One (%) Two (%) Three (%) >Four (%)

New authors 55 30 10 5
Existing authors 14 42 28 16
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Finally, the distribution of the number of records generated for each author is built from the data presented in Table 5,
which shows the distribution of the average number of publications per year per (existing and new) author. These distribu-
tions were extracted from DBLP, counting the number of publications of each author of three selected ambiguous groups
during the period of 1984–2008. We selected groups ‘‘C. Chen’’, ‘‘A. Gupta’’ and ‘‘D. Johnson’’ which, as shown in Table 2, have
very different author population sizes. ‘‘C. Chen’’ is a very large ambiguous group with 60 different authors. ‘‘D. Johnson’’, on
the contrary, is much smaller, and ‘‘A. Gupta’’ has an intermediary number of authors.

For loads s1 to s10, the generation of new records use the distributions shown in Table 5. We chose to use that distribution
because Han et al.’s DBLP collection, which we use here, did not have temporal information, so the number of records per
author Pc

nRecordsAuthors

� �
is a cumulative measure, and using it would certainly generate distortions depending on the length

of the career of that author. For generating the successive loads, the yearly rates of publication are more important.

6.3. Evaluation of results

The following subsections present our evaluation of the three selected methods in each considered scenario built using
SyGAR. Our evaluation is carried out by computing the K value at each state of the DL. The results reported in the following
sections are averages of five runs. Corresponding 95% confidence intervals are usually very tight, indicating errors on the re-
ported means that fall below 12% in all cases.

6.3.1. Scenario 1: evolving DL with static author population and profiles
Fig. 6 shows, for each disambiguation method, the average K value computed over all 11 ambiguous groups in each state

of the digital library over the 10-year period. Corresponding 95% confidence intervals are also shown. Note that the relative
order of the methods, in terms of achieved performance, remains the same through all states: HHC outperforms SVM, which,
in turn, outperforms KWAY. However, the three methods have very different behaviors as new loads of citations are intro-
duced into the DL.

SVM’s performance, for example, tends to decrease over time: while it starts in the first load (s0) with an average K value
equals to 0.78, these values fall to levels around 0.66 in the successive loads. Indeed after 10 loads, SVM’s performance de-
grades by 15%. This degradation is possibly due to errors caused by imprecise models learned for authors with very few re-
cords in the training set. These errors are cumulative in the successive loads, calling for a retraining of SVM. Analyzing SVM
with retraining is not an easy task as factors such as errors introduced in the collection may affect the results of these exper-
iments. Thus, we leave it for future work.

KWAY, on the contrary, experiences an increasing improvement in effectiveness as new citations are added. This occurs
because there is incrementally more information about each author, helping KWAY to better characterize them. Indeed, the
gain in performance after 10 loads reaches 32%. Unlike both SVM and KWAY, HHC remains with approximately the same
performance, varying by at most 2%, throughout all 10 successive loads. This is possibly due to the specific heuristics
exploited by HHC for the name disambiguation task (see [16] for details), in contrast to the general purpose techniques used
by SVM and KWAY.

As consequence of such distinct behaviors, we find that, while in the beginning (i.e., state s0) HHC outperforms SVM by
only 2% (on average) and SVM outperforms KWAY by 60% (on average), corresponding performance gains switch to 18% and
only 3%, respectively, after the last load of new citations.

6.3.2. Scenario 2: introduction of new authors
We now use SyGAR to analyze the impact on each method of introducing new authors to the current author population.

Fig. 7 shows average K values and corresponding 95% confidence intervals for each method on collections built using
%NewAuthors equal to 5% and 10%, and %InheritedTopics equal to 80%.

The behaviors of both KWAY and SVM follow trends very similar to those observed in Fig. 6: whereas SVM suffers per-
formance degradation, KWAY actually improves in performance as new loads of citations are added to the DL. However, we
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Fig. 6. Scenario 1 – evolving DL with static author population and publication profiles.
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note a clear detrimental impact of the introduction of new authors on both methods. SVM’s performance degrades much
faster for %NewAuthors = 10% than for %NewAuthors = 5%. Indeed, in comparison with the case of static author population
(Fig. 6), the average K values after the last load is 20% and 11% worse for %NewAuthors equal to 10% and 5%, respectively. Recall
that SVM uses the same training set, containing only records of the existing authors in state s0, to disambiguate the DL in all
states. Therefore, SVM is unable to recognize new authors, thus introducing errors into the DL when disambiguating their
records. Once again, SVM requires retraining when facing the addition of new authors to the DL, a subject of future study.

Similarly, the improvement in performance experienced by KWAY becomes less significant as the fraction of new authors
introduced at each load increases. This happens because of the increase in the number of authors, which implies in higher
ambiguity and a higher inherent difficulty in distinguishing them. In comparison with the case reported in Fig. 6, KWAY’s
performance after the last load is 9% and 4% worse for %NewAuthors equal to 10% and 5%, respectively. In fact, for both values
of %NewAuthors, KWAY outperforms SVM after the last load.

Fig. 7 also shows that, like SVM and KWAY, HHC also suffers a significant performance degradation with the introduction
of new authors. Indeed, for %NewAuthors = 10%, the difference in average performance between HHC and KWAY drops from 64%
to only 6% after the last load. In comparison with the case of static author population, average K values after the last load are
21% and 12% worse for %NewAuthors equal to 10% and 5%, respectively.
6.3.3. Scenario 3: dynamic author profiles
Finally, Fig. 8a–c show average K values and corresponding 95% confidence intervals when a fraction %ProfileChanges equal to

10%, 50% and 100% of the authors experience changes in their profiles at each new load. All three methods greatly suffer if
facing dynamic changes in profiles. KWAY, in particular, which experiences performance improvements in both Scenarios 1
and 2, now suffers some degradation for values of %ProfileChanges greater than or equal to 50%. In particular, taking Scenario 1
and the performance of each method after the last load as basis for comparison, we note that SVM’s performance degrades by
16%, 31% and 34% for %ProfileChanges equal to 10%, 50% and 100%, respectively. HHC, in turn, experiences a performance degra-
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dation of 4%, 13% and 19% in the respective cases, being therefore more robust than SVM in this scenario. KWAY, which
seems very robust to Scenarios 1 and 2, still experiences some performance improvement (by as much as 14%) if %ProfileChanges

is equal to only 10%. Notice however, that this improvement is smaller than in the scenarios in which we did not have profile
changes (in that case, improvements went up to 32%). However, for values of %ProfileChanges equal to 50% and 100%, its perfor-
mance degrades by 18% and 26%, respectively. While KWAY was able to take advantage of the increase in information in Sce-
narios 1 and 2, the change in the profile of existing authors confounds this method.

In sum, the performance of SVM tends to degrade over time, particularly as new authors are introduced in the collection.
In contrast, the performance of the unsupervised KWAY method, which uses privileged information regarding the number of
authors in the digital library, tends to increase with time, except when there are changes in the author profiles. Overall,
among the three methods, the heuristic-based method HHC, designed specifically to address the name disambiguation prob-
lem, has the best performance in the analyzed situations.

7. Conclusions and future work

In this article we presented SyGAR, a new tool that generates synthetic citation records given a collection of (previously
disambiguated) real citation records. The synthetically generated records follow the publication profiles of existing authors,
extracted from the input collection. Moreover, SyGAR allows for the simulation of several real-world scenarios such as the
introduction of new authors (not present in the input collection), dynamic changes in an author’s publication profile as well
as the introduction of typographical errors in the synthetic citations.

A preliminary and very simple version of SyGAR was discussed in [22]. In that prior version, SyGAR models an author’s
publication profile based on the distributions of the number of coauthors, coauthor popularity, number of terms in a work
title, term popularity and venue popularity. In its current version, the profile of an author contains a distribution of topics (or
research interests), and each topic has term and venue popularity distributions associated with it. This allows the generation
of citations with work titles containing terms that have never been used by the authors or with a venue in which the authors
have never published before. Moreover, the present tool allows one to generate data reflecting changes in the authors’ pub-
lication profiles, simulating changes of research interests over time, and to introduce controlled errors on generated data,
simulating errors caused by typos, misspelling, or OCR.

SyGAR was designed with the goal of supporting the evaluation of name disambiguation methods in various realistic sce-
narios. Thus, we validate it by comparing the results produced by three representative disambiguation methods on a stan-
dard real collection and on synthetic collections produced using our tool. The selected methods are the supervised SVM-
based method [27], the heuristic HHC method [16] and the unsupervised KWAY clustering-based method [29]. Our valida-
tion experiments show a very good agreement in the performance obtained for all three methods for real and synthetically
generated collections.

We further analyzed SyGAR by demonstrating its applicability to evaluate the selected methods under three real-world
scenarios, namely, the evolution of a DL with static author population and publication profiles, the introduction of new
authors and the dynamic changes in the author’s profiles. Although not the focus of this article, results obtained with this
initial evaluation are very interesting, demonstrating the potential of the analysis that can be performed with collections
built by SyGAR. For instance, these results indicate that the performance of SVM tends to degrade with time, particularly
as new authors are introduced in the collection. In contrast, the performance of the unsupervised KWAY method, which uses
privileged information regarding the number of authors in the digital library, tends to increase with time, except when there
are changes in the author’s profiles. Overall, among the three methods, the heuristic HHC method, designed specifically to
address the name disambiguation task, has the best performance in most analyzed scenarios.

Future work includes the evaluation of many other scenarios exploring the capabilities of SyGAR. Further, we also intend
to improve the tool with more sophisticated strategies to add new authors to the digital library and to dynamically change
the authors’ publication profiles.
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